
Omid Aghaei
Senior Front-end Developer
omid.aghaei@yahoo.com | +989353355536

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Experienced Senior Front End Developer with over 14 years of expertise in developing
web applications and websites. Successfully delivered over 60 high-quality projects,
consistently meeting or exceeding client expectations. Demonstrated proficiency in
developing responsive and mobile-first web applications, resulting in improved user
experiences across a wide range of devices. Skilled in integrating third-party APIs and
services, ensuring seamless functionality and expanding application capabilities.

SKILLS

Vuejs & NuxtJS
NodeJS & NestJS
JavaScript & TypeScript
Tailwindcss & DaisyUI
HTML5/CSS3

WebSocket & PWA
Git & Docker
Nginx & API Gateways
Cypress & Mocha & K6
Code Review Process

WORK HISTORY

01/2021 - CurrentLead Front End Developer | Dolphin AI - Tehran
Effectively translate UI/UX design wireframes into robust, production-ready code in
3 large-scale projects.
Conduct code reviews and provide feedback to junior developers to enhance code
quality and maintainability
Worked together with cross-functional teams to develop efficient solutions for
complex front-end challenges.
Mentored junior developers by guiding best practices and industry standards in
front-end development.
Streamlined website maintenance tasks for increased efficiency and upgraded site
functionality.

01/2021 - CurrentFront End Team Consultant | Green City - Tehran
Implemented best practices and built reusable code for frontend implementation of
7 large-scale software systems
Refined team productivity by streamlining communication channels and
implementing efficient project management tools
Enhanced team collaboration by conducting regular meetings, fostering open
dialogue, and promoting a supportive work environment
Assisted with recruitment efforts to identify top talent for the organization, leading
to a stronger workforce overall
Troubleshot technical issues related to front end development.



01/2019 - 01/2021Senior Front End Developer | International Energy Club - Tehran
Oversee 6 web design projects from concept to implementation, design, and
development.
Regularly updated and optimized layouts to ensure optimal user experiences and
efficient application performance.
Use regulatory and compliance standards for user interface designs.
Streamlined codebase by refactoring and modularizing CSS, HTML, and JavaScript
files.

01/2016 - 01/2019Front End Developer | Iran Petro Graphic - Tehran
Developed 17 functional and appealing web applications based on usability,
resulting in elevated customer satisfaction.
Designed and updated layouts to meet usability and performance requirements.
Enhanced user experience by optimizing web applications for maximum speed and
scalability

01/2011 - 01/2016Front End Developer | NetNo - Tehran
Contributed to 26 projects within Scrum project management environments.
Teamed up with stakeholders during development processes to confirm
Collaborated with back-end developers to improve website functionality and
integrate new features.

01/2007 - 01/2011Web Developer | Royal Star - Tehran
Converting mockups into HTML, CSS & JavaScript for 9 websites.
Delivered user support to clients to train, educate, and answer questions.

EDUCATION

09/2016IAU - Tehran, Iran
Master's Degree: Software Engineering

01/2014IAU - Tehran
Bachelor's Degree: Software Engineering

LANGUAGES

English

Advanced (C1)

German

Beginner (A1)

LINKS

https://omidaghaei.ir
https://linkedin.com/in/omid-aghaei/
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